CONTACT GRILLING
To engage contact grilling mode, the top and bottom grill plates must be securely attached.

Start by aligning the notches of the grill plates with the corresponding slots near the grill’s hinge.

*Apply firm pressure until you hear the grill plate notch and top tabs click into place.*

Now you can plug in the grill and turn it on using the switch on the side. The red light will turn on to indicate contact grilling mode.

BROILING
For broiling mode, remove the top grill plate to expose the broiler heating element.

Push the quick-release button on each side of the top plate, then slide it out to remove.

The grill is in broiling mode when the blue broil light turns on.

Broiler Safety Switch
The grill and broil contains a safeguard to prevent the broiler heating element from turning on if the grill is open. This switch is not visible.

This Broiler Safety Switch makes a slight noise when opening and closing the grill. It may sound like a marble is rolling back and forth when you lift the lid or move the grill around.